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Distinguished Career
in U. S. Army

Col. Dana T. Merrill, a native of Auburn. and a graduate of the University of
Maine, Class of 1898, commanding officer
of the 10th U. S. Infantry at Fort Thomas.
Kentucky, has just been promoted to a
Brigadier General in the regular army.
according to information which came yesterday to the University.
General Merrill's record in the Army
has been a distinguished and varied one.
Upon graduation from the University of
Maine he enlisted as a private in Company
H, Maine Infantry, and later saw service
in the Philippine Insurrection from May,
1899, to 1902, participating in several battles.

•
Modern Collection To
Be Displayed for
Another Week

A group of paintings and drawings by
A. S. Baylinson will be exhibited in the
lecture room of the University Library
from February 4 to February 16. according
to an announcement by Professor J. H.
Huddilston. The exhibit will be shown
through the cooperation of the College
Art association and is the first of its kind
to be sent to this part of the State of
Maine. It is expected that those visiting
the exhibit will be aided in grasping modern art tendencies.
Born in Moscow in 1882, Baylinson
came to the United States at the age of
eight, and studied with Robert Henri and
Homer Boss. His paintings have become
very favorably known for their rich somber color, striking design, and their curious arrangements and juxtaposition of
objects.
Baylinson was an art instructor at the
Art Students League for two years. He is
now supervisor of the painting of the Art
Teaching project under the works divi.S.o of the
Bun an.

Will Also Talk Before
Maine Alumni in
California
Dean James Muilimburg ,4 the College
of Arts and Sciences left the University
yesterday aftemoon to begin a trip to the
Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley,
California. where he will deliver a series
of four religious lectures.
The lectures to be given by the Dean
are known as the Earl lectures, and their
titles are: The Radical Theism of Second
Isaiah. The Philosophy of History of
Second Isaiah, The End of An Era, and
Religion and the Coining Age. The invitation to give the lecture is a recognition
of Dean Muilenburg's prominence in the
field of Biblical Literature. They will tis.
held February 12-14.

article, the Dean described some
During the World War, he served as
.::anges which have been made rethe curricula and purposes of Chief of Staff of the 37th Division. participating in the Meuse-Argonne and the
sLze. Ile says :
'siouc to a new curriculum. which Lvs-Ypres offenses. His outstanding serThe Pacific School of Religion, one of
student's college career into vices won for him the Distinguished Serthe hest known schools of its kind in westesploration and a period of vice Medal, the Belgium Croix de Guerre,
ern United States, is affiliated with the
ositd.n. has been more than vindi- the Order of Leopold ( Belgium aid the
University of California, and has an outthe Legion d'Honneur
- des el' pments in the State of Officer of
standing faculty.
1[1 the country at large. As (France).
Dean Muilenburg, while he is in Caliit is likely that this division
From 1920-24, General Merrill served
fornia. will address the Southern Caliw .harper, and that the number on the 1Var Department General Staff,
fornia Alumni 1 --ociati4in. February 15.
dd, •:ts whoi come for two years only after which he was placed in command
Ails: increase. The curriculum of of the 10th Infantry at Fort Thomas. In
--! ow.. years has grown increasing- 1927 he was appointed Department Inthat it is now possible to spector in Hawaii, returning in 1930 to
dent's academic program direct- Fort Thomas.
ii peculiar situation and needs.In addition to his regular duties he is
I:iilenburg commented favorably also in command of the Civilian Conservaoudent alertness and eager- tion Corps in Eastern Kentucky District.
Monday night saw the entra.
ta Kappa held smokers for their pr
, lid respect bit- intelligence now be- This is comprised of 21 camps scattered
spective pledges. Wednesday night sa..
d. il'..nstrated in such groups as the thru Eastern Kentucks and Southern annual rushing season here at Maine
when five fraternities. S.A.E., Sigma Chi. Alpha Tau Omega, Lambda Chi, Sigma
Psanolial Club and the Contributors' Ohio.
Nu, and Theta Chi billowing suit : and
Kappa Sigma, Tau Epsilon Phi, and Deltonight winds up the smoking week with
o• intisical programs sponsored by
ta Tau Delta held smokers for the fresh- Phi Gam holding a
solitary tittle fest for
Stewart, the informal acquaintmen and thereby took the initial step the freshmen.
students
%%Inch declared an open season on yearp being developed between
House parties that have been planned
ictilty members, the vitality of classdngs. Two, three, and even four year to date will be given by
Phi Kappa, Tau
dionssions and themes, the interest
olds arc also eligible during this season. E.'s. Lambda Chi. Sigma Nu.
and Sigma
•
., xtropolitan newspapers, the higher
and the past has shown that even they Chi. The other
honses will probably fall
..i4or of -tudent Clwitributions in the ('am- Directing Group of County possess no immunits against a well con- into line at a later- date but
sometime
forum, all met
centrated rush.
before the fateful February 26. Vic parAgents in Northern
For the next three weeks. until Tues- ties, too numerous to mention, will also
Maine
day. Fehraary 26, at 5:00 pm, pep talks. make up a feature of the entertainment,
and arguments that would shame the best and in addition there are the usual movies,
Prof. John H. Magee, a member of the
debaters will he used to couvince the meals, etc.
faculty in the Department of Economics
freshman that "he can't go wrong." In
All this leads to February 20, at 5:00
and Sociology, is serving as .Assistant to
addition, smokers, movies, vie parties, and o'clock when, as the clock strikes the
Director of the Federal Housing Adhouse parties will be given in his honor. hour. pledge pins will be accepted and reministration with jurisdiction over eastern
The friosh comes into his own for three fused. Houses will win and lose, and the
and northern Maine with headquarters in
short weeks.
freshman will go back into oblivion until
Campus- Society Editor Bangor.
On Tuesday night Phi Kappa, and Phi his annual forage sometime in April.
:s Been Outstanding
County Agents are working in each t.f
Student Here
the counties under Prof. Magee's jut:diction, with a large number of field
Eliasson, a member of the
ers in each community. Prof.
• and an out standing student.
brings to this new appointment a w
for the Merrill-Palmer School
experience in the banking aspect of rc.o.
:. Michigan. where she will study
estate investments.
l..pment and training for one
Prof. Magee graduated front the Uni- Large Group at President's Home Clark and Gleszer To Represent
Miss Eliassi on has been majorTo Discuss Policy of
versity
of Maine in the class of 1917. and
U. of M. on Education
me Economics at the UniverMilitary Power
undergraduate was an active particiProblem
•114. was recommended because as an
pant in class and university activities. He
sd. scholastic standing and exThe
policy
of
large
naval
and
air
forces
Bates
College
will meet the University
was elected to the Sophomore Owls. Junprofilist., by a committee from
Senior Skulls, Phi Beta Kappa. as a method of keeping out of war was of .Maine in a radio, debate over WLBZ
it
Mask,
•
ccono titics department, for the
and Sigma Delta Chi. and is a member of the subject of discussion at the first meet- tonight. The subject of the debate will
to attend the Detroit institube: Resolved: That the Federal GovernKappa Sigma Fraternity.
the
ing of the International Relations Club.
• rill-Palmer has a reputation of
ment should adopt the policy of coati:U.
S.
at
the
completing
work
Mrs.
Upon
home
of
President
and
held
at
the
• the finest vocational schools
ing educational opportunity throughout
was
comMagee
Prof.
Academy
Naval
afternoon.
The
A.
A.
Hauck.
on
Tuesday
•
state..
the station by means of annual grants to
missioned in the U. S. Navy where he subject was ado opted from a question on
has been active in extrathe several states for public elementary
served abri'ad as ti orpedi i defense ciintrol the College Ballot, sent to college stuis
as well as in the classofficer until injured in line of duty and dents (of the United States by the Literary and secondary education.
held memberships in several
The debaters representing the Univerplaced upon the retired list as a result of Dioest and the Association of College
-, I ,'lank organizations and was
injuries sustained.
Editors, and read. "Do you believe that sity (if Maine are George A. Clark '36.
of the Maine Campus. She
Since retirement from service Prof. Ma- the policy of a naval and air force second Providence. R. I.. and Roland Gleszer
r of Alpha Omicron l'i social
has been identified with banking. in- to none is the hest method of keeping the Bangor. Maine, who are taking the affirmgee
:as•mates and sorority sisters
ative side. The debaters from Bates Colvestment, and insurance interests in this United States out of war?"'
seseral farewell parstate. Ile has carried on research and
discussion was (opened by Donald lege are Lawrence Floyd '37, Portsmouth,
The
!lc Iwhire her departure for
graduate work in his field and has pub- Stewart, the chairman, who gave some N. H.. and David Whitehouse '36, Aulished numerous works. A text on Gen- results of the Peace Poll as reported by burn Maine, taking the negative side
eral Insurance is now in the press to be the Literary Digest. Factors against a The debate will be non-decision. A mem':INENT EDUCATORS
published May I.
large naval and air force were presented ber of the University of Maine Debating
.1 , BE ON FACULTY FOR
courses
briefly by Ruth Goodwin and Sargent Society will be chairman.
his
continue
will
Magee
Prof.
1935 SUMMER SESSION
The proposition of the debate is being
Russell. while defensive preparations were
during the spring semester.
advocated by Sidney Look. After a peri- used by highs schools throughout the
:ding educational authoriod of panel-type discussion, the discus- United States, and by the Bates College
the educational staff of the DEBATING SOCIETY HAS
DISCUSSION CONCERNING
sion was opened to all present.
Debating League in Maine and New
Maine's 1935 Summer Sestor which have been nearly SHIPMENT OF ARMS IN WAR
Tea was served before the discussion Harr:1207:re
inoler the direction of ProlesMrs James Nluilenburg poured.
ENGLISH PROF. READS
Members of the Debating society itself
i-tssin. Director of .the SumThe meeting was planned with the asPOETRY AT VESPERS
were the speakers at the last meeting of
sistance of Miss Elizabeth Ring and Dr.
Assistant Pri
.1It welling of
'instructors who will be here that organization. held Last Tuesday in
stuand
a
committee
of
Morrow
Rising
r Wilfred Hinton of London, North Stevens, at which the question of dents, Junius Bircharcl, Philip Pendell. the English department gave several readwill offer courses in His- the advisability of prohibiting the inter- Leon Levitan. Ruth Goodwin, and Wil- ing- from modern American poets at the
inks. .Miss Hazel Prehm, national shipment of arms was considered. liam Jones. The Carnegie Peace Founda- vesper services held Sunday. January 27,
in the Little Theatre. These vesper ser-apervisor at Waterloo,
Chester Smith. Richard Briggs. and tion has contributed books and pamphlets
vices are held weekly at four-fifteen and
offer Language Arts in the Spurgeon Benjamin were the speakers. for the use of the club.
are open to the general public as well as
Shoo!, and courses on teach- Their five minute talks were followed by
It is planned to send a delegate to the the student body. No services were held
sf:rvising in the elementary a long discussion, in which it was apModel I.eague of Nations. to be held at last Sunday. however, because such a
parent that the consensus it opinion was Mount Holyolce in the spring.
large number of students went home for
local professor of psy- that the prohibition of international arms
week-end after exams.
the
likely
being
-1 offer courses in abnormal shipments was inadvisable, as
Those students actively engaged
cholugy of childhood, and to result in the oppression of small nain FERA part-time employment at President Arthur A. Hauck of the Unigy. Miss Helen Lengyel tions.
versity announced recently that the Board
the close of the fall semester will
'anus courses in women's
of Trustees has voted that the charge for
continue with their duties through diplomas too graduate students shall be the
training.
Language.
small. profess,:ir of English Works. History if the English
the spring semester unless notified same as that to undergraduate students,
English Literature
d authority in the linguis- and The Current of
namely $5.00.
to the contrary.
Tennyson.
to
Dryden
from
Later
Shakespeare's
-each
•
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Parties, Dances, and Smokers Usher
In Annual Fraternity Rushing Period

PROF. MAGEE HEADS
F.H.A. DIVISION HERE

•

Friday

No. IS

DEAN MUILENBURG University Graduate PAINTING EXHIBIT ARTS COLLEGE HEAD Puerto Rico Debaters LEAGUE ENTRY IS
SEES ADVANCES IN Named Brig.
• General OF A. S. BAYLINSON LEAVES TO LECTURE Will Meet.Maine Here NOT FAVORED BY
EDUCATION METHOD Dana T. Merrill '98 Has Had SHOWN IN LIBRARY AT PACIFIC SCHOOL Are Making Forensic Tour MAINE STUDENTS
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Stag Dance
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Pale Blue Key

',\NE ELIASSON LEAVES
FOR SEMESTER'S STUDY
"cr VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

INTERNATIONALISTS IN MAINE-BATES DEBATE
MILITARY DISCUSSION
GOES ON AIR TONIGHT

Of United States
And Canada

The Uniscrsidad de l'uert, Rico will
debate the University of Maine on Friday,
March 1, in the 1.ittle Theatre, the subject 44 debate being: 1?esolved, that the
;rations should agree to prevent the international shipment ,d arms. Puerto Rico
is to uphold the negative. Maine the affirmative.
The members of the Puerto Rico debating team are to make a tour, beginning
February 19. and will debate with eleven
colleges in the United States, New Brunswick, and Canada.
The students representing Maine will
be Chester Smith '36, Spurgeon Benjamin '36. and Sargent Russell '3o; those
representing Puerto Rico will be Arturo
Marales-Carrion, Otto Riefkhol. Gasper
Rivera-Cestero. and Francisco-, Bonsai:din. who are all students in the College
44 Law.
Their schedule includes Cornell University on February 19; George NVashington University on February 21; Yale
University on February 25. the debate
being given in Spanish; Boston University on February 26; the University of
New Hampshire on February 27: Bates
College ii February 28; the University
of Maine on March I ; University of
New Brunswick on March 4; Middlebury
College on Mardi 7; McGill University
Mat ch 8; and the University of N'er,,o
Man-11 11

MANY DELEGATES AT
SHORT COURSE HERE
Co-operative Agricultural
Organizations Are
Represented
Twenty-five delegates
representing
Maine COI operative agricultural organizations attended a short course at the University (of Maine. Feb. 4-6.
Dr. F. .N. Harper of Cornell University,
was the chief out-of-state speaker and he
appeared on the program at four different
periods. Maurice D. Jones, Professor 44
Agricultural Economics, discussed the
outlook for agricultural prices for tl.,
coming year. R. N. Atherton, Extes Economist, summarized the status
operative marketing organizations 1.1
Maine. At the evening session, Arthur
I.. Deering, Ihsan of the College of Agriculture, discussed the relation of the college with Maine cooperatives. This meeting was presided over by Frank W. Hussey. Presque Isle.
The NVednesday niorning session included a discussion ton the ,special problems
confronting Maine cooperatives and an
address by Fred P. Loring, Director of
Short Courses, on "How too Conduct a
Business Meeting."
Names of delegates are as follows :
Clarence A. Alley, Bar Harbor; Henry
L. Buck, Bangor; H. A. Hart, South
Hope; Marion E. Davis. Bangor ; Frank
W. Hussey. Presque Isle; R B. Dodge,
Bangor Roos Elliott. East Corinth; Harold F. French. Bangor ; Percy II. Kiel.
Bar Harbor ; Henry Marcom, Presque
Marston. Jonesboro; HamIsle; Geo.
lin Osgood, Bradfoord; I. Patterson. Bangor ; S. Buchanan, Rockland; E. C. Robinson, Soo. Portland. Edwin A. Smith,
Presque Isle: Harold Whitmore. Bar
Harbor.

•
Peace Sentiment Seen
Here in Results
Of Voting
450 STUDENTS VOTE
Majority Would Not Fight
If United States
Were Invader

Second returns in the 325,000 ballot
peace poll of undergraduates in 119 leading colleges and universities in the United
States and Canada have been released by
the Literary Digest. The students were
asked to express their opinion in this college peace poll on seven issues relating to
war and peace. The University. of Maine,
through the NI a Me Campus. was entered
in the Poll, and the results of the voting
indicate that there is considerable pacific
sentiment here at the University.
The results for Maine were as follows :
Chi the questifin as to whether or not the
United States could stay out of another
great war. 229 answered yes, 21ti said no.
Asked if they wonild fight if the United
States were invaded, 388 said yes, 53 said
no. Asked if they would tight if the
United States were the invader, 96 said
yes, and 329 said no. Asked whether a
national policy of a navy and air force
second to none is a sound methiid of insuring us against being drawn into another great war, 224 said yes. while 219
said no. 40o advocated the government
contri 1 of armament and munit m industries, while 42 were opposed to it.
On the questitin : In alignment with our
historic procedure in drafting man power
in titne of war, would you adslicate the ,
principle of universal clinscription of an
resources of capital and laboor in order to
control all profits in time of war? 380
voted yes and 64 voted no. 172 favored
the entrance of the United States into, the
League of Nations, while 270 104iked on it
with disfavor.
Maine voted on two questions. the one
concerning our having a navy and air
force second to none as a guarantee of
peace and the idle concerning our entry
into the League, opposite to the total site

PHI BETA KAPPA MAN
WILL BE SPEAKER AT
FEBRUARY ASSEMBLY
To Talk on "The Biological Roots
Of Scholarship" on
Feb. 15
Dr. William Allison Shinier. general
secretary of the United Chapters of Phi
Beta Kappa, and editor of The American
irrk
od.ar, will speak on "The Biological
Roots of Scholarship" at the February.
assembly, to he held in the I.ittle Theatre
on Friday. February 15. 1)r. Shinier,
after taking his degree at Harvard, sers:ed
as professor of philosophy in several institutions before undertaking his present
Ile has spoken befoore to the local chapter id Phi Beta Kappa. but this is the first
(opportunity the student body has had too
hear him. The program is in charge of
pin Beta Kappa in cooperation with the
University committee on assemblies. Undergraduate and graduate student members of Phi Beta Kappa are asked to sit
in the front row

EXTENSION SERVICE HAD
CONFERENCE HERE
DURING EXAMINATIONS MISS BUZZELL WRITES
FIRST CHAPTER FOR
The .Annual Conference of the ExtenJOINT CLUB NOVEL
sion Service was held on the campus Jan.
Two versions of the first chapter of the
29-Feb. I.
Prominent off-campus speaker. includ- novel in the process of creation by memed H. W. Hochbaum, in charge of Ex- bers of the Contributors' Club were read
tension Work. Eastern States, Washing- at the regular meeting held Sunday eveton, D. C.; Roger B. Corbett. Extension ning, at Sigma Nu House. After discusEconomist. Washington, D. C.; Raymond sion the group voted to reject the chapter
Fellows, formerly; Attorney General. State submitted by Oliver Eldredge in favor of
of Maine, Bangor ; R IL Sargent. direc- that written by Miss Marion Buzzell.
tor. Rural Rehabilitation, Augusta; and The members assigned too write the secAda Brewster, Home Economist. FERA. ond chapter will use Miss Buzzell's contribution as a point of departure. A disugusta.
cussion of recent periodical literature followed the business of the evening.
PALE BLUE KEY WILL
HAVE DANCE TOMORROW
NOTICE
The Pale Blue Key Society will hold
its annual dance tomorrow night in the
The office of the Dean of Men
Memorial Gymnasium. The proceeds of
this dance go toward the scholarship wishes to announce that upper
which Pale Blue Key awards each year classmen will not be permitted to
too the most deserving freshman athlete.
enter the freshman dormitories at
Music will be furnished by the Maine
Bears and the dance is expected to be Oak Hall and Hannibal Hamlin
Hall after 7:00 p.m.
one of the best of the year.

THE MAINE CAMPUS
attitude as those who think that the
professional critics are dangerous.
Almost everything of a theatrical
By Martin Scrivener
nature that has proved unpopular
There seems to be a new star on has teen blamed on him. He has
the theatrical horizon. Fortunately been accused of attempting to select
for America, or unfortunately, as
the cast for the Masque plays. He
you may choose to think, she is Miss
was condemned for writing a news
Elizabeth Bergner. Percy Hamitem in the Campus which he didn't
mond in last Sunday's Herald Tri- write at all, but which in reality was
bune made a summary of what some contributed by one of the staff reof the Broadway critics think about porters who has no particular conher performance in "Escape Me nection or interest in the drama. He
Never," and these killers of the
drama, so-called, like her and apparently do not hesitate to give credit when they think credit is due. ;
Some of the opinions are: "fiery,
magnificent, great, incomparable..
poignant, haunting, gifted, captivating, and fascinating." All of this
praise came from men who are all too I
frequently considered to be detrimental to the welfare of the drama.
They are despised. oftentinies
feared. and seldom respected, but
whether you agree with that or not.
it brings me partially to the point I
wish to make.

THEATRE TALK
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What Fraternity?

With the opening Monday of the
That point is that the writer of
fraternity rushing period, approxicolumn has apparently caused
this
mately four hundred University of
rather a disturbance in the local
Maine freshmen reached one of the
circle at one time or antheatrical
critical points in their first year of
other. I don't mean that he has becollege life.
come tremendously influential or
What fraternity shall I join? each that he is recognized as anything but
freshman asks himself, and it is a a tiresome meddler. but some few
question s‘ hich can not be satisfac- people have noticed him, and those
torily answered by anyone but him- people have adopted quite the same
self.
Practical fraternity life has its
drawbacks as well as its advantages. pledging.
It seems regrettable that Council
There are forced intimacies with a
cannot forget once
representatives
few persons with whom one would,
own selfish motives
their
while
a
in
perhaps, not ordinarily care to asgood.
general
the
for
act
to
sociate. There are times when it is
impossible to study. There are
stupidly misdirected Hell Weeks.
There are, though most fraternity
men will deny it, undercurrents of
- 1
1-11
ill feeling between various houses.
There is the question of added expenses. And worst of all is the
narrowing of one's viewpoint inevitably brought about by continued
association with persons whose
mental processes. tastes, and
thoughts all lie in the same plane.
Idealistic fraternity life would
contain none of the above mentioned
drawbacks. It would probably do
more for one in development of
character and esprit de corps than
four years of college studies.
No one fraternity here at Maine
has all the drawbacks mentioned
above; some here approach to some
extent the ideal fraternity, and can
offer a great deal to a freshman.
The only impartial advice, then.
which can be offered to freshmen is
to try to select a fraternity which
in one's opinion comes closest to the
ideal ; join it with the idea of trying
to help raise its standards.
Do not join a fraternity merely
because it has more M men than
any other group on campus, or because it has a nice looking house
remember that when you start living in the house that the seniors will
have graduated, and that it will be
your own classmates with w horn You
will lire for three Years.

He has even been accused of being
completely ignorant of the drama,
which in itself may be true, but even
the famous George Jean Nathan has
had the same thing said of him. In
spite of all things that have been
thought and said about him, if he
has created the least bit of interest
in the local theatrical group he will
feel that his attempt has been successful. and that in a small way he
has done something to cirry on the
glorious tradition of the stage.

MAY QM ESTUDIAR PIAA APRENDER . VA
LLOVER. ESTA HELANDO. HA
CAMPADO. NO ME GUSTA
5TE PUEBLO.

This might be a farewell coiu.
by all the apparent sentiment. '
really it isn't intended to be. N,
week if all goes along as schedt:
I will have something to write al,
Saint Joan. As has been the c
in the past, some of it will probal,J,
prove somewhat unpopular, but a.
has been the case in the past, it will •
written.
Granville Wilcox '36 was elected pre
dent of Phi Eta Kappa fraternity Mom .
evening, February 4.
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AVIATOR, Col. Roscoe Turner:
speed flyer uses up
energy just as his motor uses
'gas'— and smoking &Camel
gives one a 'refill'on energy
...a new feeling of well-being and vim.Camelscheer me
up! And they never tire my
taste or upset my nerves."

ALFORD ARCHER

SPECIALIZING IN

Believe me, my schedule
is a pretty full one. Lots of classes, lots of
night work, and lots of 'lab.' too. It's interesting — but hard work! I smoke a lot
because I find that Camels keep me on the
alert...banish that drowsy.'dooe.in'feeling.
And what a swell taste they have! It's a taste
you don't get tired of—makes you come back
again and again for more. No matter how
much you smoke, Camels don't interfere
with healthy nerves."
AGRICULTURE:

JOIN ThU NI V'

CAMEL CARAVAN
•''J'i I ILNSHAW
WALTER O'KEEFE
GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
14
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:.:4 11ING OF F
GIRLS

2 OUNCES IN EVERY TIN

TOBACCO EXPERTS
ALL SAY:
"Camels are

interpretations that certain characters in Masque plays gave; the same
people V1 ho felt this way toward him
silently and secretly agreed with him,
but very gallantly they didn't want
to hurt the feelings of the temperamental actors, so they said nothing.

THE FINEST PIPE SMOKE YOU
CAN MENTION IN ANY
LANGUAGE — IT'S THE
'LOUT AND MELOWE5
EVER MADE!

1
Lidjil'ir I r_-)

The Interfrat Council
On the verge of passing certain
important legislation which, it seems
probable. would have done away
with at least one of the predominant
evils of the present rushing system,
the Interfraternity Council characteristically "changed its mind" at its
last meeting and retained the system
used last year.
At a previous meeting, members
of the Council regarded favorably a
plan to have a period of approximately a week between the end of
rushing and the pledging date. During that period. fraternities and
freshmen would have turned in slips
indicating their respective choices to
authorities, and by checking the lists
against each other, pledging would
result.
It would seem that the plan would
have done away with the "high
pressure" last-minute tactics employed by some fraternities in which
some freshmen are bulldozed into

has never been associated with the
editorial column, but much adverse
criticism was given him because of
something that appeared therein.
He was unmercifully lashed because
he failed to appreciate some of the

THURSDAY
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1
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9 no PM FS.T.
amPS1 CST.
9 tOP M M.S.T.
a so P.M. P.S.T.

NUSINESI MAN. I. J. Pr::chard: "Camels give a 'lift'
in energy that eases the
strain of the business day
and drives away fatigue and
listlessness. And since turning to Camels. I can smoke

all I want, and never have
jangled nerves."

OVER COAST-TO-COAST MARC-COLUMBIA NETWORK

NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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Schedule for Small Parties
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Saint John's Universalist Church "Fatth Without Credulity—Abrahamn
Lincoln."
February 10
7:00, Evening Assembly. University
At Saint John's Universalist Church
of
Maine Deputation in charge.
there will be Morning Worship at 10:30.
High School League.
with Rev. T. W. Horsfield preaching on
' **Naturalism." Miss Margaret Homer will
Adult Foruni—M.C.A. Deputation.
!be the soloist and Miss Belle Virgie at
The Student Forum—Miss Elizabeth
• the organ. A cordial invitation is exRing will speak on the subject
! tended to the student body to join with us.
-Within the Gates."

•

well eau!: •
p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Delta Delta Delta
Phi Mu

p.m. to 4:30 p.m
p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Delta Zeta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Pi Beta Phi
Chi Omega
Phi Mu
Delta Delta Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Delta Zeta
Chi Omega
Pi Beta Phi

Feb. 8
Feb. 8

2:00
5:00
2:00
5:00

Feb. 11
Feb. 11

2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 12
Feb. 12

2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 7
Feb. 7

idliesday
\\ ctiiiesdaY

Feb. 13
Feb. 13

..t.tr'day
Irmday

Feb. 14
Feb. 14

Schedule for Big Parties
Feb. 15
Feb. lb
Feb. 17
Feb. 18
Feb. 19
‘14•Iliesday

Feb. 20

5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Delta Zeta
Chi Omega

5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Alpha Omicron Pi
Phi Mu

Delta Delta Delta
Pi Beta Phi

Expenses for the small parties: fifteen cents for afternoon parties and
-live cents fur evening parties for each sorority member since all enterfor these two parties is to be Dutch.
Expenses tor the big parties shall not exceed $4540, which does not In::.!ctransportation expenses. Favors may be given.
There shall be no rushing or contact with eligible vaimen front 9:00
Wednesday, February 20, until Thursday, February 21, at 5:00 p.m

PROF. JOHN ANDREW WILL
FORMAL DANCE AT
COLVIN HALL FRI.
BE GUEST OF M.C.A.SOON
social event of the midinteresting
An
On next Saturday and Sunday. the Maine
winter season will be the Colvin Hall
Christian Association will have as its
formal dance Friday night.
guest John C. S. Andrew, A.M., S.T.B.,
The patrons and patronesses will be
of Feimiimics and Sociology in Mr. atid Mrs. Moreland, Miss Beulah
Pri fes i r.
the School of Religi. us Educatiiin and Osgood, Mr., and Mrs. Delyte Morris.
Social Service of Boston University. Dur- The guests will be President and Mrs.
ing that time Professor Andrew will be Hauck.
Fellowship Church
The conunittee in charge is: Dorothy
The address at the Vesper Service next available for interviews with any persons
Sunday, Feb. 10
Sunday afternoon will be given by Rev. interested in these as possible fields of Sawyer, chairman. Hope Wing, Carolyn
Dr. Sharpe will continue the series of Harry Trust, DD., Litt.D., President of life work. Arrangements can be made at Currier, Lee Blackington, Elizabeth
story sermons with an account of -The the Bangor Theological Seminary.
Schi ro.
the M.C.A. office.
Most Famous Walk-Out in History."
Mr. ‘Villiam J. Cupp and the choir will
render their usual interesting program
of special music, the theme this Sunday
being Negro Spirituals.
Service at 10:30 am.
The Young Peoples' Sunday Evening
Club from o:30 to 8:15 p.m. will have as
speaker Prof. F. H. Steinmetz, of the department of Botany. His subject will be
"Historical Trees in Maine." All young
people are cordially invited.
Methodist Episcopal Church
Sunday, Feb. 10
10:30, Morning Worship. The fourth
of the series of Biographical Sermons on
the gener.il theme "What is Christianity?"

TRAND
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DER DEUTSCHE VEREIN
RUSHING OF FROSH
HAD INFORMAL MEETING
GIRLS STARTS TODAY
ru,.hing will be done is) groups
three scheduled parties for
Rushing began this after•
I hire is to be no cutting classes
,,ilriw.se of attending rushing parinvitations for the big parties
.•1 the Penhellenic desk by 12:00
• Wednesday, February 13. Acthe big parties must be in
-,,me desk between 8:00 a.m. and
Thursday, February 14.
7

with

CORRESPONDENCE

Der Deutsche Vcrent mut informally at
M.C.A. building on Thursday, Jan. 17.
With Mrs. Klein playing the accompaniments, the group sang German songs and
played games. Plans for future meetings
were discussed.
Those present at the meeting were: Dr.
and Mrs. Klein. Dr. Miles. Mr. Merrill,
Beth Schiro, Betty Wilhelm, Phyllis
Johnson. Miriam Linscott, Arlene Merrill,
Mae Cohen, Caroline Adams. Dorothy
Frye. Joseph Hotz.
STUDENT LEADERS ON
CAMPUS RADIO PROGRAM

Three prominent members of the st •
class, Jean Walker. Carl Whitman,
Ruth Harding, were guest speakers on the
Maine Campus weekly radio broadcast
during final examinatiiins.
The speakers are presidents of thc
Women's Student Governmeta Ass 'cia.
tion, the Student Senate and Interfraterthe Nlaine Campus,
nity Council, and the All Maine Women,
Maine
respectively, and each spoke about the
.•;ir Sir
history, organization, and functions of the
No r11 lIVLI registration and a new group of which he or she was the presiill :ire 111071 its, I wish someone dent.
uld explain to me any logical reaf.ir a minimum hours require- like an extension school. I know
front experience that extension stuare by far the most interestiil•,..
dents
ti
a poor boob of a
have
around a campus, and the
to
mvself and say: "Now.
a
crowd.
purposeful
are
y uti can't take less than 14

IThe correspondence columns of The Campus
cc open to tne public on pertinent subjects,
or I letters are welcomed. All letters should
sl.,nel with the author's real name, but •
per. name will be used in publication of the
lwer if desired. The Ideas stated in these
co.umns are not necessarily those of The Campus and should not be so considered. The editor reserves the right to withhold any letter
or a part of any letter.)

„
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Thurs.. Feb. 7
Big double feature bill today
"MADAME DUBARRY"
with Dolores Del Rio
and
"GAMBLING"
with George M. Cohan
Fri., Feb. 8
"OUR DAILY BREAD"
with Karen M
Based on timely theme—entertamment for everybody
Sat., Feb. 9
Shirley Temple and James Dunn
iii

"BRIGHT EYES"
Last Chapter of Serial
Mn. & Tues., Feb. 11-12
One of the season's best ten
"BROADWAY BILL"
with
Warner Baxter and Myrna Los
Wed., Feb. 13
Extraordinary program
for "TWO FOR ONE- Vte
Greta Garbo
in
"THE PAINTED VEIL"
with
Herbert Marshall and George Brew
Coining soon:
"DAVID COPPERFIELD"
"LIVES OF A BENGAL
LANCER"
"FORSAKING ALL
OTHERS"
"IMITATION OF LIFE"
Every worthwhile picture is shot's'
at the STRAND

Sincerely yours.
1 ,.;11-• or you might have time
Penelope
••::.:i a newspaper or even a cheap
•\ T play a game of tennis," it is
a shame. For after all. while
a serious student, there is
dim's! dearer to mv heart than nt
ORDER YOUR BOOKS AT ONCE
\ pay wr. And if it is intelligently
A Week Is Required To Get Them
:id there is no reason why it would
from the Publishers
,T he just as educational or even
ORDER NOW—
educational than those two or
n•i• credit hours.
It Is of Mutual Advantage To You and The Store
'ere are other things that could
.]-1,i• with a few hours off. I
1:1,1 is able to earn all of my exit I could have a little more
•
\s it is. unless I should fall
( something highly unI shall not be able to re'1: i this ducky University next
lack of funds.
We Have the Right Equipment and Can Give you a Proper Fit in
\‘e are removing the mini1 it requirement we might
SKIS,SKI CLOTHING,SKI BINDINGS,SKI BOOTS,
ell dock off the maximum
SKI POLES, ETC.
iiiiirement, and give a break
-,• fellow s who have the ability
in that extra hour or two
WATERVILLE
Wholesale—Retail
make all the difference heI
mmer study and a suspend_
or no degree at all. Or
••11(1 he even more remark- •
a.
' .:iight give some exceptional
.chance to skip through in
:.ears instead of four or to
a few courses that he really
! 1,4to take instead of so much
Courses for both beginners and experienced golfers in the fundamentals and perfection of the golf swing.
-iihject bunk. Hut why a ma' -iiliject anyhow ? Well, I'll
4.111.‘1111.1E 4.1..1
• ;ilnitit that next week or the
Popular Golf Pro who has charge of our Golf Dept. is
r or better yet not at all.
INSTRUCTOR
knocked off the minimum
Appointment
by
Lessons
7i. quirement wouldn't we at$10.00
12 Lessons ....
zr.up of more mature or less
.... ..$ 1.00
Single Le...n
students who would otherlittle chance for a formal
Don't vou think they
itANGOR
118 'nears on Broad Street
'••sirable group? I do. The
• :sity would be, for them, much

Wearied by a Windbag
... 4.:94/ az/7

0/dgag/

University Store Co.

LET'S GO SKIING

DAKIN SPORTING GOODS CO.

GOLF S4'11001,
NOW OPEN

11111414. a nil 3111414E11 40.
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f you're cornered at a fancydress ball by a tedious'
,ME-Man," don't let the
pest spoil your party. Count ten and light a
sunny-smooth Old Gold. Every puff of a mellow,
mild 0. G. is like a friendly pat on the back.

Airs"
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AT TRYING TIMES ....TRY A &tooth OLD COLD

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Frosh Trac

By Ray Gailey
Dear Readers, the Sport Spiels
this week are being turned out by a
new writer %% ho wishes to absolve
scribe Levenson of all unfavorable
criticism which this copy might incur. And as this is my first try at
columning in this line. I wish to ask
your indulgence in foisting on you
such inane and garbled writing as
c,,nies trickling off the battered keys
of my in,re battered portable "flying
machine." 'I'he writer fully realizes
that he is far from being a Grantland
Rice or a Damon Runyon, or ever
can hope to be, but as the hardboiled
editor of this newssheet requested a
le%% lines of sport copy and to "make
it snappy." the writer could do
nothing but comply for fear of losing
his daily hamburger. We hope that
you will overlook the writer's inadequacies until a better vehicle of
sportdom topics can be found.
A situation of current interest
that ts causing considerable comment pro and con in athletic circles
at Maine and in the various sport
columns of dailies throughout the
state is the search being made by the
11(1%%doin athletic board for a new
fttittball “gich. Frequent mention of
our own gridiron mentor. "Foxy
Fred" Brice, as a possible candidate
for the position has been made. And
why not? Coach Brice has certainly
hung up an enviable record whije at
Maine. particularly in regard to state
series contests. In the isist 13 years
that Brice has guided the destinies
of the Bruin eleven. the Pale Blue
of the University of Maine has been
the dominant hue in the spectrum of
Maine college colors. The Bricecoached team has lost but six state
games and tied two in 13 years. run- ,
ning up a one-sided total of 619
points to their opponents 164. This
record, and the fine showing that
Maine elevens have made against
Vale. Holy Crttss. and Dartmouth
teams. has brought to Brice favorable mentit tit from writers and
ow:idles throughout the East.

terms
the best
respect forndBrice's
coachhas greatof
that Si°m11
ing ability. But to date, because of
the athletic situation at Bowdoin,
nothing has been done by the authorities towards hiring a new coach. No
overtures have been made to Brice
nor to any other possible candidate
and will not be until the situation has
cleared up. Consequently all mention of Brice as possible football
mentor at Bowdoin is unofficial and
was started by Alumni of either
Maine or Bowdoin, or both, and by
sports writers and football fans interested in Maine intercollegiate
football.

INDOOR TENNIS TOURNEY SNOWBIRDS
ENTERS SECOND ROUND

FROSH HOOPSTERS

Solvin

By just staving off a last minute rally,
the frosh A hoop team continued its victory march by turning back a strong Hebron Academy quintet 36-35 in the Memorial Gymnasium Tuesday night.
After getting two points behind at the
end of the first canto, the yearlings
clinched their third straight game by tieing the score at the half-way mark and
then swept aside all opposition in the third
period to run up an 11 point lead.
The Preppers made their strongest bid
of the evening in the final canto when
they piled up 14 points to the freshmen's ,
four, due principally to the accurate longThe rumors that were started shots made by Elliott and Davis. The
final gun ended the desperate rally and
'ere based entirely on Brice's splen- gave the game to the frosh 35-36.

did record and on the well-known
fact that Bovvdoin's past grid mentor, Charlie Bowser. received a
princely stipend for his duties in
comparison with that received by
Brice or the Bates and Colby coaches
and the salary rates favorably with
the salary paid to college, coaches of
more or less professional teams.
Should Brice receive an offer from
Bowdoin or any other college, the
writer hopes that his associations
and friendships formed during his
fourteen years at Maine will prove
to be the "tie that binds."

Van Gundy starred for the first-year
men in goal-getting, scoring all 16 points
made by the frosh in the first half. In
the second half with Van Gundy bottled
up. Rogers broke through the Hebron defense to sink six field goals and one foul
basket. The fine defensive work of Lees
was outstanding.
FROSH A (36)
F.G.

Hirshon Provides Sole
Upset by Defeat
Of Frost

The Indoor Tennis Tournament is entering the second round in the struggle
for the Silver Cup Trophy, which will
be awarded to the winner. The field of
30 players has narrowed down to 16 with
the seeded players. Fellows, Brookes,
Hamilton, J., Hamilton. R., and Hooper
still holding favored positions.

Only one upset has occurred thus far.
namely, Selvin Hirshon's defeat of seeded Ernest Frost. 6-2, 6-0. Advancing to
the second round, Hamilton. J. defeated
Crocker, F. J. Gregory, P. defeated
Nichols, A.; Hamilton. R. defeated Cotes,
K. R.; Bates, K. M. defeated Lucey, D.
' A.; Young, R. defeated Cameron, Roger;
Cronkite. C. defeated Elliott; Van Gundy, W. defeated Jeffers, E.; Buck. Chas.
defeated Boardman. H. T.; Hirshon, S.
defeated Frost, E.; Johnstone, K. defeated Haggett, J. D.; Hooper, J. de•
feated Jones. Francis; Brookes, W. N.
defeated Loveless. R. M.; Healy, R. defeated Saunders, H.

HEBRON (34)
Van Gundy, rf
8
Veague. rf
0
F.G. F. T.P.
Chute, If
1
2
Tardiff 1g
0
0
0
0
Lord, If
0
Plikaites. Ig
0
1
1
1
Lees, c
3
Dunlevy, rg
'1
1
3
0
Graham, c
1
Shute. c
2
1
5
Hayes, c
0
Davis, If
6
1
13
0
Swenson, rg
0
0
0
0
o
0
Sprague, If
MANY FRESHMEN ATTEND .Adams. rg
13
0
0
0
Elliot, rf
6
1
S.A.E. HOUSE SMOKER Rogers, 1g
6
1
0
0
0
13
Lynch, rf
Hussey. Ig
0
o
0
Totals
15
5
35
house
A smoker was held at the S..-\.L.
Shute,
0
0
0
Referee, Wallace. Umpire, Kronkite.
Monday evening with about 50 freshmen
16
4
36
Time, 4-10's.
IgTotals
present. During the evening Ted Curtis
showed movies of various college athletic
events, including the Bates-Maine game
of last fall, the Winter Carnival of 1934,
and other track and football pictures.
School of Dentistry
Ping-pong and bridge were played during the evening. Refreshments of punch,
doughnuts, mints, and cigarettes were
A three year course of instruction, quarter plan. The dental and medical
served during the evening. Corncob pipes
divisions are closely affiliated. Dental students have two years of basic mediwith the initials SAE were much in use
cal study under the direction and supervision of the medical faculty. Clinical
during the evening.
practice of dentistry, in all its varied aspects, is supervised by the dental division and is connected with the clinics of several hospitals. These combined
Patronize Our Advertisers
institutions offer an unusually helpful experience in clinical observation, diagnosis, and treatment of dental conditions. The next regular session will open

PRIME MAINE TEAM FAVORED
FOR CARNIVAL CO TO TAKE BOSTON Mil.

kfter their triumph over 1i
The University of Maine's state cham- , Holy Cross, and four other c,
pionship Winter Sports team left today the Knights of Columbus Met,
for' Hanover, N. H., where they will , Boston two weeks ago Saturda3
compete in the Dartmouth Winter Carni- two-mile relay quartet will attem
val to be held Friday and Saturday of . further laurels to their already
1 record in the Boston Athletic
this week.
tion c(,mpetition in the Bostoi
Shortly before he left. Coach Ted S. this Saturday.
Curtis announced that one of the six
The team will be the favorit,
members of the ski team entering the
this year's pennant although sucl
meet, Don Green, a senior, established
as Dartmouth. Boston College, I
a new University record for the five and I
MIT., and Holy Cross are ent. •
one-quarter mile cross country ski. Green
ceptionally fine teams.
traversed the distance in 46 minutes and
48 seconds, five minutes short of the
mated from the meet. The six
previous record.
The team making the trip will be corn- , will be made up of: Don Grt,
posed entirely of ski men as the snow- Greene, Phil Bowers, Glen St,
shoe. and skating events have been elim- McNaughton, and Sam Fav,

NEW DINNER and EVENING GOWNS
Arriving Daily at

BACON PRINTING CO.
BANGOR

22 STATE ST.

25 Goodrich St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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DROP IN WHEN YOU'RE DOWN
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We carry practically evry known brand of pipe, cigar,
cigarette. We keep our stock fresh with electrical humidifier,

f reducing
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y. The
'tale employees ha
the f rrner level h
and Council,
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fl.ess require that
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We sell all makes of pipes from 50 to
$25. See us for pipes for your smokers

We not only sell
lighters, we will
repair your old
lighter for you.
RONSON

1-

July 1st, 1935.

School of Dentistry

Armory

HEARING

THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO

For further infcrmation address

Saturday

YOUNGS
20 STATE ST., BANGOR, ME., /fOrne Of the BCM Cigar

Furthermore. Coach Brice was
the nrst cc tacit in the State of Maine
I o introduce into Maine collegiate
football the use of the huddle system. spinners. and the extensive use
of lateral passes. features which
caused the Pale Blue's opponents no
end tf trouble and the Pale Blue's
supporters no end of glee.
••••••
It is a u ell known fact that Malcolm Morrill. Athletic Director at
lh,(loin. and Co.ich Brice are on
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